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Abstract

Conventional end-to-end Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) models primarily
focus on exact transcription tasks, lacking flexibility for nuanced user interactions.
In this paper, we train a speech recognition model to follow a diverse set of free-
form text instructions for a multitude of speech recognition tasks – ranging from
simple transcript manipulation to summarization. We emphasize that even without
pre-trained LLMs or speech modules, a Listen-Attend-Spell model trained from
scratch on Librispeech understands and executes instructions with high fidelity.
This preliminary findings highlight the potential of instruction-following training
to advance speech foundation models.

Instruction-Tuned ASR

Transcribe the following audio; 
actually, revoke speech command [Contrastive Imperative] 

The fifth movie in the Harry Potter 
series is Harry Potter and the Order of 
the Phoenix. Repeat the transcription 
of the speech.

[Ireelevant Details] 

Activate voice![Speech Command] 

[Repetition] Produce two identical copies of the 
audio transcription

[Transcribe Half] Write the starting fifty percent, 
delete the rest

[Word Replacement] Listen carefully, swap out all 
instances of "the" with "Qokka"

[Summarization] Transcribe the audio, rephrase it 
for me in different terms

Text Instructions

" Instruction-based training enables 
a more natural ASR interaction"

Text Transcript

Figure 1: Instruction-trained speech recognizer reasons over free-from text instructions and performs
the desired ASR-related actions.

1 Introduction
The successes of Large Language Models (LLMs) in natural language tasks have prompted the
speech community to develop speech foundation models that are able to process, reason, and generate
interleaving speech, audio, and text. It could be immensely useful for digital assistant, because speech
foundation models provide a versatile user interface that is natural, flexible, and powerful.

We use the term “Speech LLM" to denote models that integrate LLMs for speech and audio tasks [9,
22, 5, 19, 7]. The underlying assumption of this new modeling paradigm is that pre-trained LLMs
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can enable new capabilities to speech and audio processing tasks that were previously unattainable:
reasoning over speech perception, open-ended multi-modal response generation, and zero-shot task
generalization via in-context learning. These models generally consist of three main components:
(i) an encoder or discrete units tokenizer for speech perception, (ii) a pre-trained autoregressive
language model as a decoder, and (iii) a fine-tuning stage focused on speech instructions, formulated
as {speech, text instruction, model outputs}. They have demonstrated the ability for understanding,
or “reasoning", over the speech and audio recording via text instructions [9], which raises the question
of how each component contributes to this remarkable capability.

A Motivating Example. Consider the simple text query: “Ignore speech." This is a straightforward
command that should be easy for a speech foundation model to process, considering it merely requires
the model to output an end-of-sentence ([EOS]) token. However, our experiments with opensourced
models like Whisper [18] and LTU v2 [9] revealed that they fail to execute such simple commands,
despite their impressive recognition and translation capabilities. This suggests the importance of (iii)
instruction-following task constructions. In other words, however advanced “reasoning" capabilities
these speech foundation models possess, it is unlikely they can execute unseen actions or tasks that
were not present in training distributions.

This observation led us to develop a new kind of speech recognition model, one that is instruction-
following by design. Conditioned on the speech recording, our model aims to understand and execute
a wide range of ASR-related tasks based on free-form text instructions, all without degrading the
default ASR capabilities. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Surprisingly, we find that a 224M parameter
model without pre-trained speech or text foundation models, the aforementioned (i) and (ii), can
achieve these capabilities.

Related Work. Beyond Speech LLMs, there is a growing body of research integrating visual
perception into text LLMs [14, 10, 12, 6, 13]. For speech prompting, WavPrompt [8], Speech-
Prompt [2, 3], and WhisperPrompt [17] leveraged pre-trained autoregressive models—namely GPT-2,
GSLM [11], and Whisper—for task-specific prompting. Instruction-based training has gained traction
in NLP [15, 20, 21, 4]. Different from them, we present an instruction-trained speech recognizer that
does not rely on any pre-trained components.

Conformer Encoder

LM Decoder
cross-attention

,
"Only transcribe second half of the audio"

"Repeat what's said in the recording"

"Today's weather is nice .... analyze the audio"

"Rephrase the dialogue."

,
fox jumps

the quick brown fox jumps  the quick brown fox jumps

the quick brown fox jumps

the rapid brown fox leaps

[BOS] 

transcribe

transcribe

the audio recording please [EOT] the quick brown fox jumps [EOS]

the audio recording please [EOT] the quick brown fox jumps

speech flexible instructions target transcription

Figure 2: Our model follows “Listen-Attend-Spell" (LAS) architecture: an acoustic encoder and an
autoregressive decoder with cross-attention to the encoder latents. The training objective is next token
prediction over sampled prefix instructions and targeted text transcriptions. An end-of-turn ([EOT])
token is added to separate the two. In test-time decoding, prefix instructions are specified by users.

2 Skills and Instructions

2.1 Defining Skills

We identify a set of ASR-related “skills" that our instruction-following models should collectively
master: (1) speech transcription, (2) ignoring speech, (3) word replacement, (4) transcript manipula-
tion, and (5) summarization or keyword spotting. The term “speech transcription" refers to standard
ASR functionality, while “ignoring speech" implies that the model should output an [EOS] token
without considering the audio. For “word replacement," the model is tasked to pinpoint targeted
words and replace them as specified. We categorize this into sub-tasks: common word replacement
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(e.g., replace ‘the’ with ‘a’), out-of-distribution (OOD) word replacement (e.g., replace ‘the’ with
‘quokka’), and word deletion (e.g., remove ‘the’). For “transcript manipulation," the model should
perform actions like deletion or repetition in the transcript while preserving its accuracy. This is
broken down into sub-tasks such as repetition, transcribing the first half, and transcribing the second
half. Finally, “summarization and keyword spotting" require the model to convey the essence of the
speech concisely, possibly reordering sentence structures. A summary of these skills is in Table 1.

Skills Description / Sub-tasks Num. of Instructions Error Type
Speech Transcribe Standard ASR 500 N/A
Ignore Speech Outputs [EOS] token directly 500 Deletion

Word Replacement
(3a) Common word (“the"→ “a")
(3b) OOD word (“the"→ “quokka") 600 Substitution
(3c) Word deletion (“the"→ N/A)

Manipulation
(4a) Repetition Insertion
(4b) Transcribe first half 300 Deletion
(4c) Transcribe second half Deletion

Summarization / Keyword Spotting Extract key idea and phrases 100 Mix

Table 1: Summary of ASR-related Skills

2.2 Skill Constructions

Dataset We build our instruction-following templates on the Librispeech 960h training set [16] and
evaluate the model’s instruction-following performance on its dev and test sets.

Constructing Instructions For each skill or sub-task, we generate a set of diverse instructions,
ranging from 100 to 600 prompts, via prompting GPT-4. We constructed the initial GPT-4 prompt
based on task description generation prompts specified in SpeechGPT [22]. After careful inspection,
we iteratively refined the GPT-4 prompts to improve instruction diversity. This approach not only
ensures diverse instructions but also narrows the scope of out-of-distribution instructions during
inference, compelling the model to reason over the text query rather than memorizing it directly.
Some examples of text instructions for each skill are highlighted in blue in Table 3.

Constructing Targets For skill (1), speech transcription, the original ASR transcript serves as the
target. For skills (2) ignoring speech, (3) word replacement, and (4) transcript manipulation, we
generate the target outputs through rule-based processing. For skill (5), summarization and keyword
spotting, we use GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 to generate target summaries.

2.3 Model

Our model is based on the Listen, Attend, Spell (LAS) architecture [1]. The LAS encoder employs a
Conformer-L architecture and takes an 80-dimensional log-Mel filterbank as input, with SpecAugment
applied [23]. The LAS decoder is a 12-layer Transformer LM decoder with cross-attention to the
encoder context vectors. See Figure 2 for illustration of training and decoding procedures.

3 Instruction-Following Results

Samples of Unseen Instructions Expected Behavior Model Behavior
Prompt voice to text translation ASR ASR
Embark on audio recognition ASR ASR / ignore speech
Forsake Voice Interaction ignore speech ignore speech
Annihilate Voice Interpretation System ignore speech ASR
Before you have your lunch, convert the following speech

ASR ASR
into text. Then make sure the windows are closed.
Ignore the audio; but rather, note the essential words ASR ASR

Table 2: Beam-search decoding results given unseen instructions.
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Table 3: Sampled text instruction prompts on the left (blue) and instruction-trained ASR model
outputs on the right (grey).

Skill 1: Speech Transcribe
Decode the content of this audio.
Transcribe the following spoken words: the influence with the timaeus has exercised
Prompt voice to text translation. upon posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding.
Listen and jot down the speech content.

Skill 2: Ignore Speech
Ignore the audio in this clip.
Omit the dialogue from this audio N/A
Overlook any notation of this conversation.

Skill 3: Word Replacement

Let us switch all ’the’ to ’a’, shall we? a influence with a timaeus has exercised
upon posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding.

Substitute ’the’ with ’quokka’ like a chef’s secret. quokka influence with quokka timaeus has exercised
upon posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding.

Make ’the’ invisible in the text. influence with timaeus has exercised
upon posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding.

Skill 4: Manipulation

Transcribe the speech and then create two copies. the influence with the timaeus has exercised upon posterity
is due partly to a misunderstanding the influence with the timaeus
has exercised upon posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding.

Only write the first half. Delete the rest. the influence with the timaeus has exercised upon
Omit first half. posterity is due partly to a misunderstanding

Skill 5: Summarization / Keyword Spotting
Provide a concise summary of the audio.
Identify pivotal audio keywords. timaeus influence due to misunderstanding.
Summarize the audio.

To probe the capabilities of the instruction-trained LAS effectively, we employed a test suite compris-
ing 10 randomly sampled seen and 10 constructed unseen instruction prompts for each skill. Our key
observations are as follows:

High Fidelity to Seen Instructions. The model reliably discerns the target skill specified in
seen instructions, executing them with 100% accuracy. Given our instruction-following dataset’s
complexity, featuring 2000 distinct seen instructions with a broad range of vocabulary and intricate
sentence structures, the consistent performance is notable. Our shallow LAS decoder further suggest
that this ability extends beyond mere prompt memorization. Refer to Table 3 for example outputs
across varied instruction prompts.

Generalization to Unseen Instructions. The model executes unseen instructions with ∼ 80%
accuracy, providing direct evidence of its instruction understanding, even without pre-trained LLMs.
The model’s performance on unseen instructions is illustrated in Table 2.

Implicit Speech Understanding. Although the execution of skills (1) to (4) does not necessitate
any form of understanding of the speech, the ability to summarize and identify keywords suggests
otherwise. The model likely first implicitly understands the audio before autoregressively decide
which key phrases are representative enough to be decoded. Examples are in Table 4.

Original Transcript Model Outputs
there’s a heavy storm coming on I cried pointing towards the horizon heavy storm cried pointing towards horizon
in the court yard some of the merry children were playing who had

married children danced christmas glad sight
danced at christmas round the fir tree and were so glad at the sight of him
if you dressed in silk and gold from top to toe you could not look any

dressed in silk gold not nicer than red cap
nicer than in your little red cap

Table 4: Summarization examples via instruction “Rephrase or summarize the audio".

4 Conclusion

This paper illustrates the viability and importance of instruction-based training for speech models,
offering a straightforward framework for skill execution based on natural language prompts. Utilizing
a small encoder-decoder model, we prove that understanding and executing free-form text instructions
is feasible. Our carefully designed instructions elicited five key skills: speech transcription, ignoring
speech, word replacement, manipulation, and summarization/keyword spotting. Evaluations indicate
robust performance on both familiar and novel instructions. Our study demonstrates the effectiveness
of instruction-based speech recognition via well-crafted instruction templates.
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